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Introduction
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● The purpose of this analysis is to understand the landscape of competitors in the 

sustainability marketplace. This will help inform our design decisions and the overall product 

strategy.

● Goals

○ Gather strategic insights into features, functions, flows, and feelings evoked by the 

design solutions of our competitors

○ Uncover valuable opportunities for us to create a superior product and stand out from 

the competition



Competitor Selection
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Competitors Selected

● Grove Collaborative

● Down Dog

● Headspace

● LiveGreen

● JouleBug

● EcoCRED

● Deedster

Why
Down Dog and Headspace were some apps our 

client drew inspiration from. LiveGreen, JouleBug, 

and EcoCRED were already listed as competitors in 

the resource packet. Deedster gave us a glimpse of 

what was going on outside the US. Grove was 

chosen because it focused on sustainability.

Areas Assessed Why

● IA  Education

● Reward System + Gamification

● Typography

● Imagery

● Layout + Hierarchy

● Features

● Content

● Voice + Tone

● Brand Identity + 

Audience

These areas were chosen because our client is most 

concerned with information architecture and 

cognitive overload. As a team, we also wanted to 

compare trends in rewards systems, layout, etc. to 

help inform our future design decisions.



Direct Competitors
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An Analysis of Each Brand
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1.
LiveGreen
Mission: To empower everyone to fight climate change

LiveGreen is unique because their app is polished and they have clear goals. They 
do a great job at educating users and don’t expect too much of them right away.
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Information Architecture
Short, simple onboarding process that 
has a nice balance of text and images. 
Tooltips when opening app describe 
each section. IA is very encouraging and 
contains upbeat language but is also 
direct in the sense that it's clear what 
my goals are.

Reward Systems + Gamification
Rewards are earned through points. 
You get points by logging activities, 
completing your personalized 
actions, and inviting friends. No 
gamification - more like a general 
point-based rewards system.

Typography
Sans-serif font used all around. No 
sign of serif typefaces.

Imagery
Real-life photos of National Parks and 
product images. Many vector 
illustrations. Frequent use of emojis, mix 
of environmental and simple icons. Each 
icon is relevant to their respective label.

Layout & Hierarchy
Swipeable cards, tiles, clear CTAs. 
Images in some sections span full 
viewport width. Bottom overlays, 
grids, lists. Font weight, size, color, 
color-coded labels for hierarchy. 
Subtle gray for less important text 
and small caps occasionally.

Features
Track carbon footprint by logging 
meals, transportation, purchases, 
and utilities. Personalized actions 
for users to take and community 
features. Plant real trees (premium).
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Content
Relevant and provides the user with 
necessary info. Text is not 
overwhelming by any means but in 
the "Reforestation" section, it may 
be a bit too much, because there 
are in-depth explanations on the 
topic. Concise descriptions overall.

Voice
Hopeful app to fight climate change 
that conveys their message in a 
very friendly and encouraging way. 
They tell you what you need to do 
but don't expect people to do too 
much right off the bat. They 
understand that patience is an 
important part of daily 
habit-building.

Tone
Playful, childish, positive.

Overall Brand Identity & Target Audience
Aims to empower everyone to fight climate change. LiveGreen addresses everyone to take action in their daily lives to make a 
collective impact. Government action alone is not enough to address climate change. As more action is taken, more positive policy will 
be enacted to support the movement. LiveGreen’s target audience is basically everyone. This is clear because their mission is to 
"empower everyone to fight climate change." Government action alone is not enough.



Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities
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Strengths

● Encouraging information 

architecture all around

● Fulfilling reward system

● User experience on point

● Hierarchy

Weaknesses

● Too much text in some 

areas of app

● A bit childish

● Getting an educational 

computer feeling

Opportunities

● How can users be sure 

they’re making an 

impact?

● Consider what content is 

displayed “above the 

fold.” What’s most 

important for the user to 

see without scrolling?
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Key Screens

Source: LiveGreen iPhone App
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2.
JouleBug
JouleBug is the easy way to make your everyday habits more sustainable, at 
home, work, and play. Discover how you and your friends can use 
resources—without using them up.



Imagery
App imagery is largely user generated. 
Profile pictures and user posts are 
common. Cards are typically macro 
images of related objects. Achievement 
icons contrast sharply with the UI.

11

Reward Systems + Gamification
There are challenges between 
individuals, communities, and 
companies. Achievement badges, 
medals, and personal lifetime 
statistics keep users motivated. 
Users can earn mastery with habits 
over time.

Typography
Museo Slab, a bold serif font, and 
Proxima Nova, a sans serif font are 
used. The headings in Museo Slab 
are much bolder than the rest of the 
text.

Layout & Hierarchy
Much of the navigation is 
horizontally oriented with the app 
being reliant on tabs and carousels. 
Many pages utilize an infinite scroll.

Features
Learn greener habits, compete with 
other users, and earn achievements. 
Master activities progressively and 
connect with a wider community 
within the app. 

Information Architecture
A carousel of habit categories leads to 
specific habit cards. Clicking the card 
leads to a detailed page including 
videos and external links on the subject 
as well as social interactions.
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Content
Much of the content is user 
generated with users being able to 
post pictures of their journey. Habit 
pages might include external videos 
and links.

Voice
The voice is very conversational. It 
feels as though you’re speaking to 
your fun and chummy but 
knowledgeable friend. There is a 
liberal use of puns and the voice 
verges on corny.

Tone
The tone is playful, irreverent, 
friendly, and approachable. Users 
feel like they’re in on the joke, but 
these are dad jokes.

Overall Brand Identity & Target Audience
Joulebug is very clearly focused on fun and lightheartedness. Despite the potential impact of the app, the tone never soberingly 
frames a cause or issue. This is interesting being that their target users are typically professional individuals and corporate teams 
typically in office environments. It’s as if Joulebug knows professionals might not want to feel like they’re working in their spare time. 
However, anyone who enjoys doing their part or saving money through conserving resources would enjoy using Joulebug.



Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities
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Strengths

● Focus on fun

● Approachable

● Well structured 

navigation

● Habits are easy to 

understand in different 

ways

● Images communicate info 

as much as words do

Weaknesses

● User generated content 

is only satisfying when 

there is a lot of it

● Tone can feel corny and 

excessive especially in 

contrast to the realities of 

climate change.

● Navigation is simple but 

there’s a lot to take in. 

Opportunities

● By focusing on fun, we 

can draw users in and 

keep them engaged.

● Designing a simple but 

efficient organizational 

structure.

● If including social 

interaction, have a backup 

plan for low content. 
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Key Screens

Source: Joulebug iPhone App
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3.
EcoCRED
Discover your carbon footprint and create eco-friendly habits that help our planet.
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Information Architecture
I.A is well organized with sharp edged 
rectangles and lines. The hierarchy of 
the fonts is well balanced with different 
font weights. The information is easily 
visible due to the layout, but also the 
contrast of colors (white in front of 
green) help it pop. 

Reward Systems + Gamification
There is no team component to the 
gamification feature of the app. 
There is also no real world reward 
when completing greener choices. 

Typography
The app uses Sans-serif font all 
around. No signs of serif typefaces. 

Imagery
General photography is used to show 
the visual preview of a greener choice a 
user can make. It is used to help 
categorize information in the user's 
habits section. 

Layout & Hierarchy

Font weights, font size and the use 
of color contrast help the app 
showcase its information hierarchy 
to the user. 

Features
Deedster's carbon footprint 
calculator gives an overview on the 
user’s consumption's impact on the 
planet. Also a quiz feature helps the 
user learn more eco-friendlier 
choices. Gamification feature is 
implemented where teams can 
compete while seeing the total 
CO2e saved. 
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Content
The content is helpful and easy to 
navigate. The content is easily 
visible, except for the labels on the 
habits section of the app, where 
they are placed in front of the 
shadowed photography. 

Voice
The app has a voice of wanting to 
educate as well as help the user 
form sustainable habits. 

Tone
Playful, Fun, Competitive, Positive

Overall Brand Identity & Target Audience
EcoCRED educates the user on his/her Carbon Footprint, how to build simple, sustainable habits that fit your lifestyle with an eco-habit 
tracker and helps provide insightful articles about climate change that help you find products to live a greener life. 



Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities
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Strengths

● Information Architecture 

is effective

● Use of icons are fun and 

cool

● Easy to navigate

● Informative with the 

dashboard

Weaknesses

● Color Contrast makes it 

difficult for content/body 

text legibility

● Too bland. Green takes 

up too much space. 

● Branding is basic

● Hanging words in 

sentences

Opportunities

● Explore color themes - 

introduce more 

secondary/tertiary colors

● Expand on branding and 

design direction (Cool, 

fun, exciting)

● Adjust font size and text 

box to get rid of hanging 

words. 
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Key Screens

Source: EcoCRED iPhone 
App
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4.
Deedster
Deedster makes it both fun and easy to live more sustainably.
Challenge your friends, mother in law or colleague in actions for the planet.
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Information Architecture
The gamification screen is intuitive, with 
the total "Deeds" completed and the 
carbon footprint amount saved 
displayed at the top of the screen, while 
the chart/scoreboard is at the bottom 
showing who is ahead with how many 
completed and how much CO2e saved.

Reward Systems + Gamification
Users complete "Deeds". Deeds are 
day to day eco-friendly tasks the 
user can complete to rack up their 
"Deeds". The combination of the 
tasks completed is calculated by 
the app and shows the amount of 
CO2e saved.

Typography
Modern different weighted sans 
serif font used overall

Imagery
Photography on their marketing website 
shows human empowerment and that 
this app is fun. Photography on the app 
is simple, minimalistic, yet generic. 

Layout & Hierarchy
Layout of gamification feature with 
others users and scores looks very 
intuitive and easy to digest due to 
organized information architecture 
→ almost table format

Features
Deedster's carbon footprint 
calculator gives an overview on the 
user’s consumption's impact on the 
planet. Also a quiz feature helps the 
user learn more eco-friendlier 
choices. Gamification feature is 
implemented where teams can 
compete while seeing the total 
CO2e saved. 
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Content
The content is sleek, colorful and 
beautiful which helps the user see 
the app as fun and engaging.

Voice
Calm, Welcoming, Energetic, 
Millennial

Tone
Calm, Fun, Competitive

Overall Brand Identity & Target Audience
Deedster makes it both fun and easy to live more sustainably. They challenge your friends, mother in law or colleague in actions for the 
planet. The app is educational and also competitive as it challenges users extend their knowledge on sustainability and completing 
"deeds".



Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities
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Strengths

● Very intuitive scoreboard 

for gamification

● Beautiful selection of 

layouts to display 

info/content

● Color combinations work 

well

● Millennial targeted

Weaknesses

● No real-life reward 

system

● Missing real-life incentive

● Branding difficult to 

understand even with 

good color combinations

● Information architecture 

is ineffective on Profile 

page

Opportunities

● Brainstorm how real-life 

rewards would help 

incentivize the user

● Explore a more cohesive 

design direction with 

color theme

● Explore content hierarchy 

and layout when showing 

lots of data/info to the 

user
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Key Screens

Source: Deedster iPhone App



Indirect Competitors
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An Analysis of Each Brand
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5.
Grove Collaborative
Mission: Creating a reality where household essentials of every kind are good for 
the world.

Grove is unique because of their brand presence. They don’t try to do too much. 
Their app feels welcoming, inviting, and cozy. Overall, Grove feels trustworthy and 
reliable.
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Information Architecture
Clear and direct onboarding process - 
isn't overwhelming and informs you of 
the essential features of the app but a 
bit of an unclear sign-up process. 
Tooltips upon intro. Very minimal IA 
overall, no labels in tab bar.

Reward Systems + Gamification
No reward system or gamification 
present.

Typography
Primary font is a soothing serif while 
their secondary font is a sans-serif. 
They're part of the same font family 
 Value Serif/Value Sans.

Imagery
Realistic images of Grove-branded 
products as well as third-party 
products. No use of vector imagery. 
Photos feel "stock" but they’re elegant 
and clean. Simple, relevant icons are 
used throughout. Some icons just have 
a stroke, while others are filled in 
against a background.

Layout & Hierarchy
Swipeable cards with subtle drop 
shadows. CTA's on homepage are a 
bit bland. Lists + accordions. Some 
default iOS patterns (action sheets). 
Hierarchy is accomplished through 
differing fonts, weights, sizes, and 
colors. Cards used to make certain 
sections stand out while tiles are 
used for smaller, less important 
elements.

Features
Search for natural products, 
progress bar to indicate how much 
more to spend before earning 
another gift, video tutorials. 
"Collections" feature allows you to 
check off essentials for home by 
shopping from a curated list. "Cart" 
section has options to easily change 
quantity and type/scent of product, 
eliminating the need to click into 
actual section.
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Content
Minimal but gets the job done. 
Content really shines when going 
into the descriptions of each 
product. There is a generous 
amount of info on each product to 
convince users to purchase.

Voice
An online store to shop for 
sustainable products that is honest, 
direct, and all about treating Planet 
Earth with care.

Tone
Natural, minimal, soothing, 
welcoming, cozy.

Overall Brand Identity & Target Audience
The products that clean our countertops, clothes, and selves shouldn’t spoil the earth or our health. Grove is creating a reality where 
household essentials of every kind are actually good for you and the world. They're building for a beautiful tomorrow and don’t just 
believe a brighter, fresher future is possible, they're ensuring it happens. Their brand values are all about doing no harm, treating the 
planet with care, and planting tomorrow's forest. Grove seems to be targeting adults and families with their app. Their platform is all 
about buying sustainable products for the home, which is what led me to infer this.



Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities
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Strengths

● Typography system

● Organization is great

● Everything is easy to 

access from home page

● Robust product 

information

Weaknesses

● Too minimal?

● Sign-up process

● Photos feel “stock” in 

some areas of app

● Interaction model could 

use some improvement

● Marked an item as 

“favorite” but not sure 

where it went

Opportunities

● More filter options

● Expand educational 

component of app

● Fix CTA’s that don’t stand 

out
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Key Screens

Source: Grove iPhone App



Aspirational Companies
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An Analysis of Each Brand
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6.
DownDog
With Down Dog you get a brand new yoga practice every time you come to your 
mat. Unlike following pre-recorded videos, Down Dog won’t make you do the 
same workout over and over again. With over 60,000 different configurations, 
Down Dog gives you the power to build a yoga practice you love!
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Information Architecture
Workouts are progressively disclosed. 
Before beginning, users see a workout 
overview. When they start the workout, 
only one image/pose is shown at a time. 
Users are guided by calm voice 
instruction. 

Reward Systems + Gamification
This app doesn’t explicitly make use 
of gamification. Users can view their 
workout history and progress 
through different workout modules.

Typography
Montserrat is used throughout. 
Headers have different weights 
and/or slightly larger sizes.

Imagery
Photography features lean, able-bodied 
people mid-workout. UI icons are simple 
and sometimes outlined. Lots of icons 
are used, but they are clearly labeled for 
the most part.

Layout & Hierarchy
Hierarchy contrast in typography is 
low, creating a flatter yet calmer 
display. Lists are used thoroughly.

Features
Choose a workout video by length. 
type, level. Change the guiding 
voice, see your progress and 
workout history, download workouts 
for offline viewing.
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Content
Easily access workout length, 
workout history on a calendar, and 
various workouts. There are 
modules for the different types of 
yoga that you can progress through.

Voice
This app makes use of plain 
language and few if any 
exclamations. The written voice is 
stoic and clear, almost completely 
devoid of personality, but it is also 
gentle. Spoken voices are airy and 
resonant. 

Tone
The tone is mainly authoritative, 
lofty, and calm. One feels like 
they’re listening to an almost 
disembodied entity. Not quite divine 
but not too far off. 

Overall Brand Identity & Target Audience
DownDog’s utility is unquestionable. Users are simply presented various workouts and they can customize their experience to a fine 
degree. Alter the instructor voice, length, target area, difficulty level, or workout type with minimal effort or navigation. However, a lot 
about the app is flat including the voice, color palette, and imagery. This stoicism makes the app seem more appealing for slightly 
more mature audiences in their 30s and up. 



Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities
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Strengths

● Simplified flows in a 

condensed space

● Workouts are highly 

customizable 

● Do a custom workout or 

progress in a module

● Straightforward approach 

can appeal to many

Weaknesses

● There’s a disconnect 

between icons and 

overall app tone/identity.

● Color palette is flat and a 

bit harsh for yoga flows. 

The shadow darkness 

feels heavy.

● Text hierarchy has low 

contrast in places.

Opportunities

● Prioritize simplicity above 

all else

● Remember that all design 

elements contribute to 

brand identity - align on a 

strong voice

● Allow users to tailor their 

experience whenever 

possible
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Key Screens

Source: DownDog iPhone App
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2.
Headspace
During this pandemic, our mental health is suffering. Headspace is here to give 
you the tools and resources to look after your mind. And now, more than ever, it’s 
time to support those who really need it. If you’re unemployed, you can get a free 
year of Headspace Plus to help you get back on your feet.
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Information Architecture
The information architecture is simple 
and easy to digest. The headers and 
content have good spacing between 
each other that makes the hierarchy 
obvious. 

Reward Systems + Gamification
No reward system or gamification 
present

Typography
Apercu is a sans-serif font and it is 
their main typeface. They use a 
single type hierarchy that is scaled 
to work across all devices. 

Imagery
Photography is used to show the 
preview of certain in-app sessions and 
to humanize the app more and empower 
the user to actually explore. 
Photography helps spark curiosity into 
the user.

Layout & Hierarchy
The hierarchy is well defined using 
color, font weight and size. As seen 
on the Sleep section of the app, 
color and font weight was used 
effectively to show the user the 
Headers clearly. Spacing is also 
used effectively as it is the same 
amount of spacing across all 
screens. 

Features
Users can choose from a wide 
range of categories that help with 
physical and mental well being etc. 
The app has partnered with a wide 
range of certified athletes and 
therapists to provide short audio or 
video sessions within the app. 
Hundreds of short articles are also 
provided to educate the user in 
areas of physical and mental well 
being.
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Content
The content is fun, positive and 
cartoony. The content is 
lighthearted and fun which helps 
make meditation more 
approachable. 

Voice
Super helpful voice with positivity, 
supportive

Tone

Calm, yet Vibrant. Relaxing, but Fun. 

Overall Brand Identity & Target Audience
At Headspace we see meditation as both a practice rooted in ancient history and a topic of modern science. This is why we are as 
equally committed to providing authentic expertise in meditation and also studying the science of meditation. Science has been an 
integral part of the Headspace business since day one. We recognize that the only way to know if we are achieving our goal of 
improving the health and happiness of the world is to measure it. That's where the research comes in.



Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities
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Strengths

● Took a non-fun topic and 

made it fun and fresh

● Branding is empowering 

and fun

● IA is simple, yet effective

● Use of gifs make the 

screen more interactive

● Brand mascot placed in 

numerous screens

Weaknesses

● So many places to 

explore within the app; 

feels endless

● No reward 

system/gamification

● Lack of contrast on all 

screens except “Sleep” 

screen

Opportunities

● Make the content and 

navigability tighter

● Introduce gamification

● Darken the contrast on all 

pages except the “Sleep” 

screen to help legibility

● Introduce Journal feature, 

so the user can reflect 

after sessions 
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Key Screens

Source: Headspace iPhone App



Final Analysis
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Key Insights



Final Analysis
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● What market opportunities or points of differentiation are worth exploring?  We need to 

create a highly polished product that is fun but not cheesy. A lot of our client’s competitors 

seem to fall into that trap. Sustaio should be cool and helpful to stand out from the crowd and 

satisfy a latent user need. 

● How might this inform your design direction?  We plan on implementing the best aspects of 

layout, information architecture, and imagery from our research in order to develop strong 

designs.



Summary
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Conclusions/Insights



Summary/Patterns
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● Every direct competitor utilized some form of gamification and a rewards system. 

● Social interaction is common; users can connect with other users, build communities, and join challenges. 

Social competition adds another incentive to gaining rewards.

● Every direct competitor aimed to educate the user on making more eco-friendly choices as they progressed 

in the app. 

● A good number of the competitors on the market seem to be at a lower fidelity than one would expect. 

Several apps crash often while others are student projects and the like.

● Some apps have a lack of professionalism, are inconsistent, and are too childish. Our client wants to 

introduce bold and vibrant colors, while not being cheesy, and would like to find a happy medium between 

Headspace and Downdog. Maybe taking elements from each app would allow us to achieve this goal.



Goals & Takeaways
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Opportunities For Sustaio



Goals/Takeaways
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● Come up with a fun and engaging reward system that does not support future consumerism 

for the sake of consumerism, as our client requested.

● Establish branding that is similar to headspace. A brand that is approachable and fun, but not 

tacky.

● Have an enticing beginning and establish a strong hook (the app shouldn’t be boring, 

overwhelming, or educational) - Try to make sustainability fun and cool, instead of industry or 

science-based. Sustaio should contain a guided experience and emphasize small steps!

● Allow users to customize their experience and get involved with others socially and bring 

more value to their experience on the app.


